BOOK OF EXPERIENCES

TO CREATE MEMORABLE MOMENTS
INTRODUCTION

A true architectural masterpiece, Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam has the privilege of being housed in six magnificent 17th and 18th century canal palaces. The rich heritage captured within the walls of this unique property is solely matched by its unparalleled location on the iconic ‘Gentlemen’s Canal’ – the greatest of them all.

Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam is an extraordinary stage to host a memorable event. Our event planners will ensure that everything is simply perfect.

A warm welcome awaits you at Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam.

UNIQUE CANAL EXPERIENCES

Unwind after a day full of meetings in a private salon boat.

The best way to discover our beloved capital is by sailing through our historic ring of canals, which originated in the Golden Age. Step out of our meeting rooms directly into the boat.

Savor a glass of champagne together with delicacies created by our Two-Michelin star Chef Sidney Schutte while discovering our picturesque city in an iconic way.
Shake, shake, shake it all - experience the hidden gem of our hotel in its best way, a masterclass provided by our Vault Bar cocktail professionals. Discover all of the secrets locked in the centuries-old bank. Learn how to mix, shake, stir, and pour our Signature Cocktails with private access to The Vault.

Anchored in history, the sophisticated décor of the Vault exudes the timeless ambiance of an elegant speakeasy bar, which still showcases the original safety deposit boxes.
We strive to impress all our guests with our legendary True Waldorf Service, which reflects the level of passion and luxury that each of our Team members live by.

In our masterclass, we will share some of our secrets for creating authentic moments and show you how to implement this into your business.

‘Luxury is the sum of details executed naturally to excellence and its cohesion produces unforgettable moments’

Roberto Payer, General Manager of Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam.
Let us take you back to the 17th Century, the time of The Golden Age.

Our dressed for the occasion waiters will provide you our bespoke True Waldorf Service at your table. Awaken your senses with authentic details of our Monumental Rooms and the sound of the 17th century with renowned composers. The unique feel of an old-fashioned wax seal encompassing the menu, which has been thoughtfully prepared by our Two-Michelin Star Chef will enrich your taste palate.

We will provide you everything for an Unforgettable Golden Age Experience.
Afternoon Tea in Our Tea House

Our garden has the privilege to be one of the largest private gardens in Amsterdam.

During the flower season, there are more than 7000 tulips in bloom. In the center of our garden, our historic Tea House provides a cosy and intimate atmosphere.

You can savor bespoke Waldorf Astoria Afternoon Tea between the beautiful flowers and relish the peacefulness of our UNESCO Heritage garden.

Painting in the Garden

Take a step outside to uncover your creativity.

A painter will guide you in your painting endeavours while providing the perfect tools for you to create a memorable gift to take home.

In our garden, you will have enough inspiration from our beautiful artwork, flowers, and our unique little Tea House.
Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam has the exclusive possibility to show you a distinctive spot in Amsterdam, named Chandlers Warehouse. This old warehouse used to stock the ships before they sailed across the ocean centuries ago.

They kept this location intact and it is now used to showcase the world’s largest private collection of Louis Vuitton and Goyard suitcases.

After the extensive tour, embark on a culinary journey within the Ship Chandlers Warehouse itself.
PRIVATE TASTING

Wynand Fockink is a liqueur distillery with more than 70 Dutch liqueurs and jenevers.

Discover the filled history of the distillery with a private tour and taste the brandies, liqueurs, jenevers and bitters in the old-fashioned way; bow to your drink and enjoy the first sip directly from a traditional tulip glass.

Combine this with a unique kind of transportation - Waldorf Astoria bikes or private saloon boat.

Cheers!

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO OUR GUERLAIN SPA

Take a moment to unwind and recharge.

You will have exclusive access to our Guerlain Spa, awarded World’s Best Spa. Our talented beauty therapists will deliver a unique and personal experience to every single guest.

While you indulge in the peaceful ambiance of our Spa, you can enjoy the sweet and savory treats of our Afternoon Tea gracefully prepared by our Pastry Chef.